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PRODUCT USAGE QUICK GUIDE

Washroom Cleaner Concentrate
Daily washroom surface cleaning and sanitising
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Cleanline Eco Washroom Cleaner 
Concentrate is a powerful  
multi-surface cleaner and 
disinfectant, safe for use most 
bathroom surfaces, fixtures and 
fittings.
 
AVAILABLE UNIT SIZE(S) & CODES: 
CL3029 - 5L Litre Concentrate
CL9009 - Empty T9  labelled trigger spray bottle

Use appropriate PPE as indicated in the 
safety data sheet. 

Prepare area: Place warning/safety sign, 
ventilate, remove large pieces of litter.
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Proven effective against bacteria and 
conforms to EN 1276 (used at 2% diluted 
solution).

Spray cleaning: Fill T9  bottle with 
600ml of water and add 1 dose.

Bucket cleaning: Fill bucket with 5 litres 
of fresh water and add 5 doses.

Remove all visible dirt and gross soiling 
from surfaces. Hard floors should be 
swept and free from any loose debris.

Clean hand basins, surfaces and mirrors 
using a damp cloth. Change cloths 
depending on area and soiling.

Floors: Apply the solution with a mop, 
walking backwards mopping in an “S” 
shape pattern. Rinse mop regularly and 
remove the soiled solution.

Spray the prepared solution onto all 
fixtures and surfaces including taps and 
basins. To disinfect allow minimum 30 
seconds contact time (EN 1276).

EN 1276 (bacteria) - leave for 30 Seconds

Rinse surfaces with clean water. Buff 
with a clean cloth/paper towel for extra 
shine or allow to air dry. When dry 
remove warning sign.
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SAFE HANDLING: 
Always wear Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
when handling, dispensing and using chemicals.

 

Refer to the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for detailed 
information and immediate first aid measures 
including medical emergency helpline number.

CL3029


